Yet the aim of art is to represent
not the outward appearance
of things, but their inward
significance; for this, and not the
external mannerism and detail,
is their reality.
Aristoteles

Italian
Handmade
Art for Luxury

6

Art

CONSULTING

8
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Welcome,
If you are reading this you are probably looking for
art and we have been making it since 1955. During
this time, each of Barj Buzzoni artworks was created
in Parma and then shipped all over the world.
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Our passion and dedication to art making has been
recognised by many ambitious customers and the
most demanding hospitality structures.
So, if you are new to here, have a chance and
discover our collections, all carefully made by hand
by our selected Italian artists.
If you are already one of our customers, come again
and choose together with us the perfect custom
made artworks for your home interiors.
4

54
5

Art

C O N S U LT I N G
Our art consulting
division is here to assist
you in designing the best
decorative solution and
create your project ideas.

You can decide to have us do all the work
or share the effort!
We always recommend to meet, talk and
share concepts and styles before starting
a new project because the art possibilities
are infinite.

6
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Wall-to-Wall modular
artworks
Habito draws on the original concept of living the home.
Give life to your walls and live surrounded by wall art.
Listen to the wind in the lively fronds, immerse yourself
in the precious turquoise turbines, admire the elegant
dance of the fish, take your time under the shadow of
a ginkgo tree.
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Completely customized to address

any shape
10

any size

any personal preference

any colour

any subject proposal
11

Customisable

Light

Be the light cutting
through shapes and
colours. Add to your
habito artworks
customizable led light.
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Why
Customize your module
Habito has been designed to be as much versatile
as possible. Feel free to change subject, size,
shape, colour and finish to create a custom
solution for your interiors.

Custom LED Light
You can give life to your habito artwork with
light! Decide together with us led shape, size and
temperature to make your habito artwork even
more stunning.

Fire and waterproof
Habito artworks are designed to be fire and
waterproof. Always ask for these specifications
at project stage and place your habito artwork
where you wish.

Sound-absorbing modules
Cover your bedroom or studio walls with our
certified sound-absorbing habito modules.
Request sound-absorbing modules at project
stage.

?

How do you apply habito modules?
Habito modules are normally hung on the wall
with the use of metal or wood hooks.

What kind of post-sales
assistance do I have?
What are habito artworks?
Home and business
Habito can accompany you both at work and
at home. It can be placed in institutional and
leisure buildings thanks to the versatility of its
design and subjects.

Fully handmade
It is hard to calculate the strokes of spatula
and brush that give life to an habito artwork.
Each of habito artworks is handmade in Parma
by our selected Italian artists.

The magic of Materia
Habito artworks are made with Materia,
which has been developed internally to give
to the artwork a unique shock resistance and
emotion. You can feel the artist work and
dedication when you touch it.

Post-sale assistance kit
It could happen that your habito artwork gets
damaged due to a bump. We can send you a
special kit for re-colouring small accidents.

Habito artworks are materic, handmade, custom
made wall-to-wall works of art. Each habito
artwork is made of habito modules that once
joined together create the full artwork. The art is
made by hand with Materia and painted by hand
with natural colours by our Italian artists.

What is an habito module?
Habito modules are the units of which habito
artworks are made. Each module perfectly fits
next to the other and can be tightened with the
use of our simple “Screw and Nut” joining system.
All modules are made of wood.

What is Materia?
Materia is the natural special compound our artists
use to make materic artworks. The Materia is mainly
made of alabaster powder and natural glues.

If you scratch you artwork a little, we can send
you a special kit with all the tools for re-colouring
the ruined parts.

How do I know if I made
the right subject/colour choice?
At project stage you can request artist drafts
or colour samples directly shipped to your home.

Can I clean it?
You can gently go over the artwork
with a clean cloth.

Contact us to request
habito collection catalogue
or any further enquiry.

Can I hang it on anywhere?
In most of cases habito artworks do not have
hanging issues. However, always specify habito
artwork location and materials used to make the
walls at project stage.

barjbuzzoni.it
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Classic

Italian oil paintings
with handmade frames
Classic is prestige, harmony and elegance.
Classic is the search for a timeless beauty.
Admire the endless spaces of classic nature, smell the
scent of our delicate flowers, contemplate the sunsets
of Venice and feel the warm skin of Arab horses.
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Contact us to request
frame collection catalogue
and discover all our frames
and finishes.

barjbuzzoni.it
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Classic?

Why
Our canvas

Our canvas is prepared according to the precise
dictates of the Old Masters. It ages the painting
in a way that is similar to that provoked by the
natural passing of time. Each painting is deep, soft
and elegant with the typical cracklings of antique
artworks.

Cracklings
The surface cracklings of the canvas, once a
characteristic only of antique paintings, is now
recreated by expert hands. It gives the artwork a
flavor of times gone by, and transforms it into a
fascinating one-off center-piece in any setting.

Classic Italian artists
Our Italian classic artists have been chosen
among the most dedicated and passionate in
classical art. Each painting is for them a new
opportunity to search for beauty.

Experienced consultancy
We accompany you in your classic choice with
our experience and passion. If you can’t find the
painting you like in the catalogue, our painters
can create something simply on the basis of your
requests and desires.
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Tailor made
You can decide to have your paintings made
to order. The subjects, the dimensions of
the artwork, the frame and the finishes can
be changed to meet any of your project
requirements.

Precious like a jewel
Buying a classic is like bringing home a
jewel of Italian art and craftsmanship. The
refinement of the classic is inimitable and
timeless.

Classic Italian handmade frames
Choose from our vast catalogue of Italian
handmade classic frames and finishes. Each
artwork must have its own special dress.

Ready to ship
Our inventory platform is online. Request your
personal access and discover more about
available ready to ship classic artworks.
(See page 54)

Are all frames customizable
in terms of measure?
Most of our frames can be custom made for
your project. Please ask our consulting division
about your preferences, they will help you
choosing a proper alternative if customization is
not possible.

What are Cracklings?
The cracklings are obtained manually and are
presented as cracks on canvas typical of ancient
artworks.

Is it possible to make subject or
frame changes?
Yes, all classic paintings can be changed for your
project. You can freely choose the frame from our
frame catalogue.

Are classic artworks handmade?
All Barj Buzzoni’s artworks are entirely handmade
by our selected Italian artists.

Can I change frame finishes?

Can I buy only the painting?
Yes, you can decide to buy the painting
without frame.

Are your subject original or copies?
All our subjects are original. We make
reproductions only on specific customer request.

Contact us to request
classic collection catalogue
or any further enquiry.

We have a wide selection of gildings from which
you can choose. Samples can be sent on request.

Can you reproduce subjects
I provide?
Our artists are accustomed to perform paintings
on commission. Share with us photos, ideas
and suggestions that we can follow during the
realization of the artwork.

barjbuzzoni.it
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Contemporary artworks
Shaping the present while looking at the future.
Contemporary is a constant search of means
to evoke a message.
Glide over the stains of color that drip on wood or
modern canvas, illuminate art with new colours,
experience all the variety of details and materials
contemporary art has to offer.
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Completely customized to address
any colour preference
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Why
New trends
Contemporary is about research for new styles
and trends. Decorate your home with our latest
elegant design ideas.

Experimenting new Art
The home of new artistic experiments. You can
choose from many different materials such as
wood, modern canvas, paper, gold leaf, metal
frames, oil and natural colours of any kind.

Design Studios
Some of our artworks and design objects are
designed in collaboration with important Italian
architects and designers.

Your ideas guide our Art
Share with us your home interiors vision and we
will create the artworks just for you. Please let us
know the shapes, colours and finishes you like.

?
Subject exclusivity
We can design and create subjects sold
exclusively for you and not replicable for
other customers. It is a unique opportunity
to have your signature in all your projects.

Custom made
Versatility, elegance and style. You have
endless possibilities to choose from.
Customize your home with the art you love
and impress your guests with RGB led light
frames.

Ready to ship
Request your access to our Ready to Ship
Art Online platform. Discover our vast
collection of Contemporary artworks and
pick the ones you love directly from our
company inventory.
(See page 54)

How do I hang it?
Retractable hook unless otherwise specified.

What kind of artworks does the
contemporary collection include?
Materic artworks on wooden panels, artworks
on canvas, artworks on paper, watercolors, etc.
Contemporary collection is full of new ideas,
materials and techniques.

Are they handmande?
All contemporary artworks are handmade by our
Italian artists.

Are they reproducible or unique?
Most of contemporary artworks are reproducible.
Some exceptions include special artworks which
cannot be artistically reproduced.

Are they original?

You can change subject, dimensions, colours,
finishes and type of frame. Contemporary is
very suitable to customisations.

What is Materia?
Materia is the natural special compound our
artists use to make materic artworks.
The Materia is mainly made of alabaster
powder and natural glues.

Contact us to request
contemporary collection
catalogue or any further
enquiry.

All contemporary artworks are made out of
original design. Reproductions are only made on
customer request.

Are the artworks
sold already framed?
Frames are the customer’s choice. It is not
mandatory.
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What can I change from
the artwork?

barjbuzzoni.it
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Ready to

Ship

Contact us to request
your access to our
Ready to Ship
Art Online platform.

barjbuzzoni.it
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Hotel projects
5 S TA R L U X U R Y H O T E L S / 5 S TA R H O T E L S
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HOTEL RITZ *****L
PARIS

HOTEL RELAIS TODINI *****L
TODI

HOTEL VILLA AFRODITE *****
BOVALINO

HOTEL DE PARIS (CASINO) *****L
MONTECARLO

SAN CLEMENTE PALACE *****L
ISOLA S.CLEMENTE

PALAZZO DRAGONI *****
SPOLETO

HOTEL IMPERIAL *****L
VIENNA

CRISTALLO HOTEL Spa & Golf *****L
CORTINA D’AMPEZZO

HOTEL PARCO DEI PRINCIPI *****
ROMA

HOTEL MEURICE *****L
PARIS

MAZZARO’SEA PALACE *****L
TAORMINA MARE

HOTEL SPLENDIDE ROYAL *****
ROMA

HOTEL SPLENDIDE ROYAL *****L
LUGANO

GRAND HOTEL ATLANTIS BAY *****L
TAORMINA MARE

HOTEL VILLA CIPRIAN *****
ASOLO

BEAU RIVAGE PALACE *****L
LOSANNA

HOTEL MILENIJ *****
KVARNER

HOTEL PALAZZO DEI DOGI *****
VENEZIA

HOTEL DU CASTELLET *****L
LEBEAUSSET

SWISS DIAMOND HOTEL *****
MORCOTE LUGANO

GRAND HOTEL DINO *****
LAGO MAGGIORE

HOTEL EXCELSIOR *****L
FIRENZE

GRAND HOTEL EDEN *****
LUGANO

GRAND HOTEL FASANO *****
GARDONE RIVIERA

HOTEL BERNINI BRISTOL *****L
ROMA

ROYAL GARDEN HOTEL *****
ASSAGO

VILLA CLELIA PALACE *****
ROMA

HOTEL GRITTI PALACE *****L
VENEZIA

RIHGA ROYAL HOTEL MIRI *****
MALAYSIA

HOTEL EXCELSIOR *****
CATANIA

HOTEL PRINCIPE DI SAVOIA *****L
MILANO

SARAYA CORNICHE HOTEL *****
JEDDAH

HOTEL LE CHATEAU *****
FAVERGES TOURS

PATRIA PALACE HOTEL *****L
LECCE

GRAND HOTEL ROYAL *****
VIAREGGIO

Showroom
in Parma,
Italy.
VISIT OUR

Book a visit

to our showroom and
discover our collections live!

ph. +39 0521 242546
info@barjbuzzoni.it

Via Oradour 6/a - 43123 Parma, Italy
Tel. +39 0521 242546 - info@barjbuzzoni.it
www.barjbuzzoni.it

